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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
There arise frequently, in problems of mechanics of continuous 
media, systems of partial differential equations of the form 
±(x) u x(x,y) = t ±(y) v (x,y) 
s 2(x) u (x,y) = - t 2 ( y ) v x(x,y) 
(0) 
and the associated second order equations obtained from this system by 
eliminating one unknown function: 
t ^ y ) 
s ±(x) y 
(x,y) 
' t ( y ) 
(x) x 
(x,y) = 0 
S i ( x ) , > 
t.Cy) U X ( X ? Y ) + 
Jx 
(x) 
t n l y ) y 
(x,y) = 0 
J y 
For example, the rotationally symmetric potential flow of an 
incompressible perfect fluid gives rise to the system 
u (z.r) ~ - v (z,.r) 
z r r 
u (z,r) = - 7 v (zji) 
r z 9-1 9 
where u is the velocity potential, v is Stokes' stream function, 
and and z are the usual cylindrical coordinates., 
2 
When s 1 E t 1 E s 2 E t E 1 , the equations (0) are the familiar 
Cauchy-Riemann equations, and the associated second order equations be­
come Laplace's equation. This result suggests considering those func­
tions of the complex variable z = x + iy which are of the form 
f(z) = u(x,y) + i v(x,y) , 
where u and v are related by the equations (0)„ These functions, 
called siqma-monogenic functionsC were first investigated by Bers and 
Gelbart [l] in 1943. 
The theory of sigma-monogenic functions is, as might be expected, 
very similar to parts of the classical theory of analytic functions. 
Analytic functions are, of course, a special case (s E t E s E t 
1 1 2 2 
E l) of sigma-monogenic functions. Sigma-monogenic functions are in 
turn a subclass of a more general class of complex functions called 
pseudoanalytic functions, first introduced by Bers [3] in 1950. The 
theory of pseudoanalytic functions developed from considerations of the 
general second order elliptic partial differential equation (that is, 
those in which the variables are not separable). 
This study deals exclusively with sigma-monogenic functions. In 
Chapter II, the class of such functions is defined to be those complex 
functions for which the limit of a certain generalized difference quo­
tient exists and is continuous A An immediate consequence of this def­
inition is that the real and imaginary parts of such a function are re­
lated by equations (o)„ It was suggested by Bers and Gelbart [2] that 
the continuity requirement is unnecessary. They did not, however, offer 
a proof. 
3 
A generalized integral is introduced in Chapter II and sigma-
monogenic versions of several classical complex integral theorems are 
obtained (Cauchy's Theorem, Morera's Theorem, etc.). 
Chapter III is devoted to showing that a function sigma-monogenic 
at a point can be expanded in a series of so-called formal powers in a 
neighborhood of the point. 
In Chapter IV, it is shown that a sigma-monogenic function has 
isolated zeros. These functions thus have the so-called unique continua­
tion property^ that is, a sigma-monogenic function is uniquely determined 
by its values on every infinite sequence of points which has a limit 
point at which the function is sigma-monogenic. 
It is also proved in this chapter that sigma-monogenic functions 
are open. Hence they are a subclass of the class of light open func­
tions. It follows from this that a sigma-monogenic function is topolog-
ically equivalent to some analytic function (Whyburn [7]). 
In Chapter V, a well-known problem in the mathematical theory of 
elastic.ity$ the torsion problem for a conical shaft, is solved using the 
theory of sigma-monogenic functions. This is an illustration of how the 
theory can be applied to physical problems in the mechanics of continua. 
CHAPTER II 
SIGMA-MONOGENIC FUNCTIONS 
Sigma-Differentiation P--In all that follows, it will be assumed that the 
functions s ^ x ) , s (x), t^Cy), and ^ 2(y) a r e positive, real valued, 
analytic functions of a single real variable 0 The matrix 2(x,y) is 
defined by 
±W M y ) 
2 (x,y) 
The matrix 2'(x,y) is defined by 
s 2(x) t (y) 
1 
2'(x,y) = / s (x) 2 
1 
,(x) 
t,(y) 
t a(y) 
Hence it follows that 1 = 
Define the function rn^(a), for nonnegative a, as follows 
rn^Ca) = sup [ s i ( t ) J s . (t) > t i ^ t ^ t m ] 
lt|<a,i=i,2 1 i 
It is readily seen that rn^(a) is a nondecreasing function and that 
m^(a) = m^'(a) . 
Let f(z) - u(x,y) + i v(x,y) be a complex function (not neces' 
sarily analytic) of the complex variable z = x + iy„ The sigma-
difference quotient, D v f(z), of f at z is defined 
by 
rs 1(x)A ±u + it 1(y)A 2v. A 2u/t 2(y) + iA±v/s2{x) 
D 2(f(z) = Re { r } + i l m { — }, 
where 
A 2u = ^.u(z + Az^ + U^Z " Az^ " 2u^z^ J 
and A^v and A gv are defined similarly. 
Definition 1: A function f is said to be sigma-differentiable at z 
if the limit lim D f(z) exists and is finite* The function 
Az -* o 
f N(z) - lim D f(z) is called the sigma-derivative of f. 
Az -*o Z 
Theorem 1: If f - u + i v has a sigma-derivative at z, then u and 
v have first partial derivatives at z and 
M z ) = lim D 2f(z) = s (x)u + iv / s (x) 
Az -* o 
= t^yjvy - i u y / t s ( y ) . 
Proof: Let Az approach zero along the real axis. Then Az = Ax, and 
A u = u(x + Ax, y) - u(x,y) , 
A v = v(x + Ax,y) - v(x,y) . 
The sigma-difference quotient in this case becomes 
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D f(z) = s i(x){u[x + Ax,y] - u[x,y]}/Ax 
+ i[l/s 2(x)]{v[x + Ax,y] - v[x,y]}/Ax 
3y hypothesis the limit lim D^f(z) exists, so each of the partial 
Az -* o 
derivatives u and v exist and 
x x 
fN (z) - s l(x)u x + i v x / s 2 ( x ) . (l) 
Next let Az approach zero along the imaginary axis. In this 
case Az iAy and 
A g u = u(x,y + Ay) - u(x,y) , 
Hence 
A^v = v(x,y + Ay) - v(x,y) . 
D 2f(z) = t 1(y){v[x,y + Ay] - v[x,y]}/Ay 
- i[l/t g(y)]{u[x,y + Ay] - u[x,y]}/Ay 
It follows that v and u exist and 
y y 
f'( Z) = t ^ y ) v y - i u y / t 2 ( y ) . [2) 
This proves the theorem,. 
If a function f has a sigma-derivative at z, then the real 
and imaginary parts of f have first partial derivatives, which because 
of equations (l) and (2) are related by the generalized Cauchy-Riemann 
equations: 
s 1 ( x ) u x = t1{y)vy 
x 3 - V 3 (x,y) ^ (0,0) 
u U , y ) = 
S l ( 0 ) x 2 + s 2(0)y 2 ' 
0 , (x,y) = (0,0) 
3 I 3 X + V (x,y) ^ (0,0) 
v 
t 2(0)x 2 + t ^ O j y 2 ' 
0 , ( s ,y ) = (0,0) . 
The partial derivatives at z = 0 are then given by 
u x ( 0 ) = l / s ^ O ) , u (0 ) = - l / s 2 ( 0 ) , 
v x ( 0 ) = l/t 2(0), v (0) = l/t^O) . 
At z - 0 the first partial derivatives satisfy the generalized Cauchy-
Riemann equations (3)„ It is now shown that f does not have a sigma-
derivative at z = 0 o 
For Az = iy, z = 0, 
A 2v = v(0,y) = y / t 1 ( 0 ) , 
A 2 u = u (0 , y ) = - y / s 2 ( 0 ) , 
and the sigma-difference quotient becomes 
s 0(x)u = - t (y)v . 
2' ' y 2 W / X 
The converse is in general not true. Consider the function 
f = u + iv, where 
( 3 ) 
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D z f ( 0 ) t 1 ( 0)(A gv/y) - iA 2u/t 2(0)y 
(4) 
1 + i/[s 2(0) t 2(0)] . 
For Az = x + ix, 
A gu = u(x,x) = 0 
v(x,x) = x 
t 2 ( o ) + t 1 (o ) 
and the imaginary part of the sigma-difference quotient is given by 
Comparison of this expression with equation (4) shows that the limit of 
the sigma-difference quotient at z = 0 will not exist. 
The generalized Cauchy-Riemann equations (3) do, however, suffice 
to establish the existence of the sigma-derivative if the functions u 
and v have continuous first partial derivatives. 
Theorem 2: Let u(x,y) and v(x,y) be two real valued functions de­
fined on some domain S, and assume that the four partial derivatives 
u , u , v
 s and v exist and are continuous on S. If for some 
x' y x y 
point z in S, s (x)u = t (y)v and s (x)u = -t_(y)v , then the 
o i x l ' y 2 y 2 W / x' 
complex function f = u + iv has a sigma-derivative at z . 
i0 
Proof: Let Az = re = r(cos 0 + i sin 0) and form the sigma-differ­
ence quotient at z = x + iy . 
Im[D 2f(0)] = 
1 
s 2(0)[t i(0) + t 2(0)] 
o 0 
9 
D vf(z = Re^ 7 - 7 [ 
2 0 I
 r(cos 0 i sin 0) J 
Now 
+ • L | R A 2 U / T 2 ( y o )
 + i A i v / s 2 ( x o ^ 
^ r(cos 0 + i sin 0) ^ ' 
D vf(z ) = UAx ) cos 0 + t (y ) — sin Q> 
2 0 I 1 0 r 1 w o r J 
R 1 A I V 1 A 2 U 1 
+ i s — ; — : cos 0 - — ; R sin 0f . (5) 
U 8 ( x 0 ) R T A ( Y ) R J 
2A„u = u(z + r e ^ ) + u(z + re i 9 ) - 2u(z ) 
1 0 0 0 
= u(z + r e ^ ) - u(z ) + u(z + re ^ ) - u(z ) 
0 0 0 0 
= r u 0 ( z Q + r^e 1 0) + r U _ Q ( Z q + r 2e l 9 ) , (6) 
by the Mean Value Theorem, where U Q is directional derivative in 0 
direction and r and r are such that 0 < r„,r < r. The direc-
1 2 - 1' 2 -
tional derivatives are given by 
u A = u cos 0 + u sin 0 , 0 x y 
u
 A = u cos (-0) + u sin (-0) = u cos 0 - u sin 
-0 x y x y 
Substitution of these expressions in equation (6) gives 
2A.u 
~ - [u (z + r.e 1 ) + u (z + r e 1 )] cos 0 
C X O 1 X 0 2 
+ [u (z + r,e^) - u (z + r e ^ ) ] sin 0 . 
y 0 1 y 0 2 
1 0 
By similar applications of the Mean Value Theorem, the follow­
ing expressions are obtained: 
~ T ~ = [ u x ( z o + r i G } " U x ( z o " r 3 e ) ] c o s 9 
+ [u (z + r.e^"9) + u (z - r 0e ^"9)] sin 0 , y o 1 y o 3 
2 V i e - i e 
[ v ( z + r e ) + v ( z + r e )] cos 
r x o 4 x o 5 
+ [v (z + r e^"9) - v (z + r e ^9)]] sin 6 , 
y o 4 y o 5 ' 
- [v (z + r e ) - v (z + r e )2 cos 0 
r x o 4 x o 6 
» 
+ [v (z_ + r e^"9) + v (z - r e ^"9)] sin 0 , y o
 4 ' Y o 6 
where 0 < < r, j = 1 ,
 0 0 O , 6 C 
Substitution of these expressions into equation (5) yields 
2D f(z ) = (s (x )[u (z + r e l 9 ) + u (z + r e ~ l 9 ) ] cos; 
2 o *• 1 0 X 0 1 X 0 2 
+ t,(y )[v (z + r e 1 9 ) + v (z - r e " 1 9 ) ] sin 2 0] i w o y o 4 y o 6 •> 
+ {s Ax )[u (z + r p i 9 ) - u (z + r.e i 9 ) ] 
^ l o y o i y o 2 
+ t (y )[v (z + r e^"9) - v (z - r e ^"9)]l sin 0 cos 
1 w O X 0 4 ' X 0 6 ' J-> 
+ ifl/t (y )[-u (z + r e 1 9 ) - u (z - r e " 1 9 ) ] sin 2 0 + 
2 o' y o i y o 3 
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+ l / s ( x ) [ v ( z + r e 1 0 ) + v ( z + r e " 1 9 ) ] c o s 2 9 } 
2 O X O 4 X O 5 J 
+i{l/t 8(y o)[-u x(z o + r ^ 1 6 ) + u x ( z o - r s e - i 9 ) ] 
+ l / s 2 ( x Q ) [ v y ( z o + r 4 e 1 0 ) - v y ( z Q + r 5 e " 1 0 ) ] } s i n 9 c o s 9 
{ a } + { b } s i n 9 c o s 9 + i { c } + i { D } s i n 9 c o s 9 , ( 7 ) 
w h e r e A , B , C , a n d D a r e t h e e x p r e s s i o n s i n t h e b r a c k e t s . 
The p a r t i a l d e r i v a t i v e s u , u , v , a n d v a r e c o n t i n u o u s , 
r
 x ' y x y 
so g i v e n a n y p o s i t i v e e , r = J A z | c a n be t a k e n s m a l l e n o u g h t o i n s u r e 
t h a t 
| u y ( z o + r i e l 9 ) " U y ( z o + r 2 e " l 9 ) | < e / 2 s i ( x o ) > 
| v ( z + r e 1 0 ) - v ( z - r e " 1 0 ) | < e / 2t ( y ) . 
X O 4 X O 6 1 O 
F o r t h i s c h o i c e o f r , i t f o l l o w s t h a t 
| { b } s i n 9 c o s 9 | < | { b } | < | + 
2 2 = £ 
I t c a n be s h o w n s i m i l a r l y t h a t f o r s u f f i c i e n t l y s m a l l r 
| { d } s i n 9 c o s 9 | < £ . 
H e n c e 
l i m [ b ] s i n 9 c o s 9 = l i m [ d ] s i n 9 c o s 9 = 0 , 
Az -* o Az -* o 
B e c a u s e o f t h e c o n t i n u i t y o f t h e p a r t i a l d e r i v a t i v e s , { a } c a n be 
w r i t t e n as 
{ A } =
 S l ( x o ) [ 2 u x ( z o ) + £ l ) ] c o s 2 9 + t 1 ( y Q ) [ 2 v ( Z Q ) + e 2 ] s i n 2 
12 
where e^Eg ~* 0 as r -* 0. Thus 
[ a ] = 2s fx )u (z ) cos 2 9 + 2 t (y )v (z ) sin ; 
•> l o x o l o y o 
+ £ s (x ) cos 2 0 + £ t (y ) sin 2 
i i o 2 l 0 
= 2s (x )u (z ) + £ s (x ) cos 2 0 + £ t (y ) sin 2 9 , 
1 0 X 0 1 1 0 2 1 0 
since s (x )u (z ) = t (y )v (z ) by hypothesis, 
l o x o l w o y o r 
So lim [a] exists. In the same manner it is proved that 
£z-» o 
lim [b] also exists. Reference to equation (7) shows that lim ELf(z ) 
Az->o Az-»o 0 
exists, and the theorem is proved. 
Theorem 3: Let u(x,y) and v(x,y) be two real valued functions de­
fined on some domain S, and assume that the partial derivatives u , 
u . u , v , v , and v exist and are continuous on S. If u 
y xy x' y xy 
and v satisfy the generalized Cauchy-Reimann equations (3) everywhere 
in S. then the partial derivatives u . v , u , and v also 
xx' xx yy yy 
exist and are related by the second order equations 
[l/s 1(x)][t 1(y)v y(x,y)] y + t 2(y)[v x(x,y)/s 2(x)] x = 0 (8) 
(l/tj (s.u ) + sAu / t J = 0 . 
V /
 1' * 1 x X 2 y ' 2 Y 
Proof: From the equations (3), 
u = - ( t _ / s 0 ) v . (9) y N 2' 2' x 
13 
The derivative u 
xy exists and is continuous, so u yx also exists 
and is in fact equal to u . Similarly, the other mixed partials can 
xy 
be shown to exist. Thus the equation (8) follows from differentiation 
of equations ( 9 ) . Equation ( 9 ) can be obtained in the same way. 
Definition 2: A function f(z) possessing a continuous sigma-deriva-
tive at a point z and at all points of some neighborhood of z is 
called sigma-monogenic at z. A function f(z) is said to be sigma-
monogenic in a region D if it is sigma-monogenic at every z in D. 
The function f(z) is said to be sigma-monogenic on an arbitrary set 
A if it is sigma-monogenic in some region containing A. 
Theorem 4: A sigma-monogenic function is continuous. 
Proof: Let f = u + iv be sigma-monogenic at z = x + iy, and let 
Az = r e ^ . Then 
f i s s i g m a - m o n o g e n i c , so l i m r C R e C D ^ f ) ] = 0 i n d e p e n d e n t o f t h e 
Az-* o 
d i r e c t i o n 9 0 T a k e 0 = 0 . Then 
and so u is continuous, v is shown to be continuous by taking 
r [ R e ( D 2 f ) ] = s 1(x)A 1 u cos 0 + t 1(y)A 2v sin 0 . 
lim 
Az -» o 
r[Re(D 2f)] 
lim A 1u = 0 , 
Az -» o 
0 = 11/2. This proves the theorem. 
Some examples.--For s = t = s = t = 1 the matrix is 
14 
• • c : ) 
and the equations (3) are in this case the usual Cauchy-Riemann equa­
tions, and the sigma-monogenic functions are the analytic functions. 
Let a be a real constant > -1 and consider 
'1 
1 + a 
2 = 
\ 
1 1 
1 + a 
If g is a function analytic in some region D, then the function f 
defined by 
f(z) = g(z) + ia Img(z) 
is sigma-monogenic in D. Letting g = U + iV gives 
f(z) = u + iv ;= U + i(V + aV) = U + i(l + a)V . 
It follows that 
u = U , u = U , v = (l + a)V , and v = (l + a)V 
y y x x x y y 
g is analytic so 
therefore 
V = U , and V = - U ; 
y x y 
1
 v = V = U = u , 
1 + a y y x x 
— ± —
 v = V = - U = - u . 
1 + a x x y y 
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This shows that f is sigma-monogenic. In fact the sigma-derivative 
of f is given by 
fN (z) = [l/(l + a)jv - i(l + a)u y 
= V - i(l + a)U 
y y 
= g 7 (z) + ia Img'(z) . 
Let 
1 y" 3 
/ 
2 = 
\ 
. - 3 
Consider the function 
1 Y 
Hz) = ^ J,(y) + i e x y 2 J 2 ( y ) y 
t h 
where J (y) denotes the n order Bessel function of the first kind, 
Since 
T" y n J (y) = y nJ (y)
 y dy 1 n 7 7 n-l 
D 7 y J n C y ) = - y " n J n + l ( y ) ' 
it follows that 
x 
u = ^" Ji(y)> v x = e x y 2 J 2 ( y ) , 
x 
y 2 
Thus 
u = - ~ J„(y)* v = e xy 2J,(y) , 
v v  7 7 v 7 i w / 
and so f is sigma-monogenic 
u = y~ 3 v , 
x 7 y 
u = - y" 3 v , 
y 7 x 7 
16 
Notice that Theorem 3 says that — J ^ (y) and e y 2J 2(y) are 
particular solutions of the second order partial differential equation 
w + w - 3 y _ 1 w = 0. 
xx yy 1 y 
Siqma-Inteqration»--Let f = u + iv be a continuous function on 
domain D and let C be a rectifiable curve in D. The sigma-integral 
J f(z) d^z of f over C is defined by 
f(z) d^z = s 2(x) u(x,y) dx - t g(y) v(x,y) dy 
+ i J [v(x,y)/s (x)] dx + [u(x,y)[t j L(y)] dy, 
c 
where the integrals on the right are the usual line integrals. It follows, 
of course, that 
J f(z) dj,/ z = f [u(x,y)/s (x)] dx - t (y) v(x,y) dy 
c J c 
+ i J s (x) v(x,y) dx + [u(x,y)/t 1(y)] dy . 
If a and b are real constants and f and g are continuous 
functions, then 
[af(z) + bg(z)] d^z + b J g(z) d^z + b J g(z) d 2 z . 
This property does not hold in general if a and b are complex: 
id^z = - J t 2(y) dy + i J [l/s^x)] dx 
c c c 
d 2 z - - [l/t 1(y)] dy + i \ s 2(x) dx . 
17 
It follows from the corresponding property of line integrals, 
that for points a, b, and c on the Curve C, 
r c p b p c I f(z) dz = J f(z) dz + J f(z) dz (on C) . 
J
 a a b 
Theorem 5: If f is a function sigma-monogenic in a simply connected 
region D and C is a simple closed curve contained in D, then 
J f(z) d^z = 0 . 
Proof: f is sigma-monogenic, and therefore the partial derivatives 
u , u , v , and v exist and are continuous in D. Moreover these 
x' y' x' y 
partials satisfy the generalized Cauchy-Riemann equations (3) in D. 
This implies that the differentials 
s s(x) u(x,y) dx - t s(y) v(x,y) dy 
and 
[v(x,y)/ S l(x)] dx + Cu(x,y)/t1(y)] dy 
are exact. The conclusion of the theorem follows immediately. 
From this theorem it follows that in a simply connected region, 
the sigma-integra1 of a 2-monogenic function between two points is 
independent of the path of integration. Thus for a fixed point a in 
a simply connected region D and a 2-monogenic function f, the 
2-integral J Z fd^S defines a function F(z) for z £ D: 
( Z ) = J fU) dzK . 
18 
Theorem 6: Let f be 2-monogenic in a simply connected retion D, 
If a is a point in D, then the function 
F(z) - f ( 0 dzK 
is Z1-monogenic in D. 
Proof: 
F(z) - J f ( 0 d^K = U(x,y) + iV(x,y) , 
a 
where U(x,y) and V(x,y) are functions such that 
U (x,y) = s p(x) u(x,y), U (x,y) = - t (y) v(x,y) , 
x <> y 
V x(x,y) = v(x 5y)/s 1(x), V (x,y) = u(x,y)/t J L(y) . 
Hence, 
U x(x,y)/s 2(x) - u(x,y) = t ±(y) V (x,y) , 
U v(x,y)/s (x) = - [t (y)/s(x)] v(x,y) = - t (y) V (x,y) . 
The partials U « U , V
 5 V , are continuous because of the continu-
J" ^
 X ^ Y 7 
ity of u and vt; thus the conclusion of the theorem follows from 
Theorem 2. 
Theorem 7: Let f(z) ~ u(x 5y) + i v(x,y) be 2-monogenic at 
z = x + iy. Then the functions u(x,y) and v(x,y) are analytic 
functions of the real variables x and y at z. 
Proof: Let 
F(z) = J f ( 0 dzK • 
a 
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Then, as in the proof of Theorem 6, 
where 
U x(x,y)/s 2(x) = u(x,y) = t^y) V y(x,y) , 
U (x,y)/s 1(x) = - [t 2(y)/ S l(x)] v(x,y) = - t 2(y) V x(x,y) , 
F(z) = U(x,y) + i V(x,y) 
f(z) is sigma-monogenic by hypothesis, so the partial deriva­
tives u , u , v , v , exist and are continuous. Thus the deriva-
x' y x* y 
tives 
[U x(x,y)/s 2(x) t^y)]. 
[U (x,y)/ S l(x) t 2(y)], 
exist and are related by 
U x(x,y) 
(x) t ±(y) 
U,(x,y) 
,(x) t 2(y) 
= 0 
y 
This is an elliptic equation with analytic coefficients, so it 
follows from the theory of partial differential equations that U(x,y) 
is an analytic function (See, for instance, John [4]). 
It follows immediately that u(x,y) is also an analytic func­
tion A similar argument holds for v(x,y). 
Theorem 8: Let f(z) = u + iv be 2-monogenic. Then the 2-derivative. 
f V(z), of f is Z1-monogenic. 
2 0 
Proof: 
f\z) = s±{x) u x(x,y) + iv x(x,y)/s 2(x) 
=
 t
1 ( y ) v y(x,y) - iu (x,y)/t g(y) 
= cp + it] 
from Theorem 1. 
By Theorem 7, u and v are analytic; hence cp and r\ are 
analytic functions, and so have continuous first partial derivatives. 
<Px(x,y) = t i(y) v (x,y), 9 U , y ) = s 1(x) u^[x,y) , 
TLx(x,y) = - u (x,y)/t 2(y), n (x,y) = v x y(x,y)/s g(x) . 
Hence.. 
CP / S „ = (t./SR,) V = t.f] 
Y X ' 2 1 ' 2 ' yx 1 'y 
9 / S „ - U = - T^TL , 
T y ' l xy 2 'x ' 
and the theorem is proved. 
Thus since ( 2 7 ) 7 = 2, unlimited 2 and 2 '-differentiation 
is possible., 
Theorem 9: Let f be 2-monogenic at a. 
( J f ( 0 d 2 0 = f(z) , 
a 
and 
z
 \ 
f ( 0 cL/^ = f(z) - f(a) , 
for z in some neighborhood of a. 
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Proof: Let 
F(Z) = J f ( 0 = U(x,y) + iV(x,y) . 
a 
Then, as pointed out in the proof of Theroem 6, 
U x(x,y) = s 2(x) u(x,y), V x(x,y) = v(x, y)/s ±{x) , 
where f(z) = u(x,y) + iv(x,y). 
Thus 
d 2/F(z)/d 2/z = U x(x,y)/s 2(x) + i V x(x,y) s^x) 
= u(x,y) - iv(x,y) 
- f(z) . 
To prove the second part of the theorem, let a = aJL + ia 2 and 
b = b i + ib • Then for f N(z) = u*(x,y) + iv*(x,y). 
r B V r b 
J f\z) d 2/z = J [u*(x,y)/ S l(x)]dx -Ct 2(y) v*(x,y) dy] 
a a 
r b 
+ i J Cs2(x) v*(x,y)]dx + [u*(x,y)/t 1(y)dy] 
a 
r bi r B 2 
= J [u*(x,a 2)/ S l(x)]dx - J t g(y) v*(b 1,y)dy 
A L 3 2 
bi r b? 
+ i J s 2(x) v*(x,a 2)dx + i J [u*(b 1,y)/t 1(y)]dy . 
a i A 2 
From Theorem 1 
f V(z) = s1{x) u x(x,y) + iv x(x,y)/s s(x) 
= t x(y) v (x,y) - iu (x,y)/t s(y) 
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Or, in other words. 
u*(x,y) = s 1(x) u x(x,y) = t 1(y) v (x,y) , 
v*(x,y) = v x(x,y)/s 2(x) = - u (x, y)/t 2(y) . 
Hence, 
b
 v . R B I R B 2 
f (z) d^/z = J u x(x,a 2) dx + J u (b^y) dy 
A L A 2 
R B I R B 2 
+ 1 J V X ^ X , A 2 / D X + 1 J V v ^ B L ' Y / D Y 
A I A 2 
= u(b J L,a 2) - u(a 1,a 2) + u(b 1,b 2) - u(b J L,a 2) 
+ i[v(b 1,a J g) - v ( a 1 ? a 2 ) + v(b 1,b 2) - v(b 1,a 2)] 
= u(b) - u(a) + i[v(b) - v(a)] 
- f(b) - f(a) , 
which proves the theorem. 
Theorem 10: Let f be continuous in a simply connected region D. 
If for any simple closed curve C in D 
J f(z) d^z = 0, 
c 
then f is 2-monogenic in D. 
Proof: The function F(z) defined in D by 
F(z) = J f ( 0 dzK, a e D , 
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is well defined by virtue of the hypothesis. If F(z) = U + iV, 
then, as in the proof of Theorem 6, 
U x(x,y) = s 2(x) u(x,y), U (x,y) = - t g(y) v(x,y), 
V x(x,y) = v(x,y)/s 1(x), V (x,y) = u(x, y)/t 1(y) , 
where f(z) = u(x,y) + iv(x,y). 
f is continuous so the partial derivatives U , U « V , and 
K
 x* y* x* 
V y are continuous. Theorem 2 then implies that the function F(z) is 
l! -monogenic in D. From Theorem 9 it follows that the -derivative 
of F(z) is f(z). The conclusion of the theorem then follows immedi­
ately from Theorem 8. 
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CHAPTER III 
EXPANSION THEOREM 
Formal Powers.--A complex constant is 2-monogenic for any 2j therefore 
2-monogenic functions can be constructed by repeated 2- and -integra­
tion of a constant. The functions so obtained are called formal powers q 
and in the analytic case [m^(z) El] reduce to the usual powers of the 
independent variable z. 
For n > 0, a and Z q any complex constants, the n formal 
powers are defined inductively as follows: 
Z ( o ) ( a , V z ) = Z ( o ) ( a , z o : z ) = a 
o 2 
(a ,z Q :z) = n J Z ' ( a , z Q : 0 d iK. 
z 
o 
Z ' / ( a , z Q : z ) = n j Z ( a , z Q :^ )d 2 C • 
It follows immediately from the definition that the functions 
Z^ n^ (a, z Q :z) are 2-monogenic and that Z^ n^(a,z Q:z) are Z-monogenic 
Theorem 9 implies that 
— Z (a,z o:z) - n Z ( a , z Q : z ) 
d 2 / (n"i ( n _ 1) 
Z '(a«z :z) = n Z (a,z :z) 
d^/z * o o 
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If a = a 1 + a i, a ^ a 2 real, then 
z z z z 
ad sC = J (a, + ias)^t = a ± J I d ^ + a £ J i d ^ 
z z z z 
0 0 0 0 
which implies that 
Z ( n ) ( a 1 + i a 2 , z o : z ) = a j Z ( n ) (.1, Z Q: Z) + a 2 Z ( n ) (i, Z Q: Z) (10) 
The same relation of course holds for the (a, Z q : z) . 
The following real functions are introduced to facilitate the 
study of formal powers. 
X ( o ) ( x :x) = X ( o ) ( ^ - " ( o ) ' ^ - ~ ( o ) 
o 
X ( n ) ( x :x) 
0 
X ( n ) ( x :x) 
0 
Y ( N ) ( Y O : Y ) 
x) = y ( 
r x 1 
x o 
s i ( 0 
X 
s 2 ( C ) 
x o 
r x 
x o 
r x 
1 
J 
x o 
r y 1 
r y 
Y 0 
t 2 ( n ) 
X (x : 0 d £ , n odd 
( n - i ) 
J N - i ) 
( 0 X ( x Q : O d C , n odd 
X (x : £ ) d £ , n even 
Y (Y s RI) DRI, N odd 
(n-l) 
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? ' n ) ( V y ) = 
^(n-i) 
t (n) Y ( y 0 : r ) ) d n 5 n odd 
y i 
7 0 
Y \Y0tr]}^^s> n even 
Z}n}fliz iz) and 2 u l ' ( l : z :z) will be denoted by Z V A } (z :z} 
* ' 0 0 0 
id Z ^ ( z : z ) , respectively, and Z ^ ( 0 : z ) and 2 ^ ( 0 : z ) will 
s o m e t i m e s be denoted by Z ^ (z) and Z ^ ( z ) „ Also, x' n'(0:x) will 
be d e n o t e d by X" " (x), etc. 
(n) 
ar 
T h e o r e m I1: 
r 
Z ' " U :z) - ^ 
V /n\ .n-v „(v) / \ ,,(n-v) / N 
1 x
 (x Q:x) V \yQsy), n odd v=o 
n 
r /n\ .n-v ~(v) / v ..(n-v)/
 A 
v-o 
r
 10 .n-v ~ ( v ) / \ v [ n - v ) f \ , , l X M x :x) Y {y :y)9 n odd 
Z ( n ) { z : z ) = i \r~o 
n 
V fn\ .n-v
 v ( v ) r \ w l n - v j f * 
1 x
 U Q : x ) Y I Y 0 : Y ) 5 n even 
v=o 
i 
Z(is z :z) =K 
' ' o ' 
10 
v-o 
n 
10 
f(n-v) i n _ V X U j ( x :x) Y * n ^ t y : y ) , n odd 
.n-v (v), . \ «(n-v) , . > 
l X [x :x) Y (y :yj 5 n even 
v = o 
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(n) 
Z ( i j z :z) = 
\l (£) i n " v X ( v ) ( x o : x ) ^ n - v > ( y o : y ) , n o d d 
v=o 
n 
. V1 /n\ .n-v ~ ( v ) , x «(n-v)/ x 
^ W 1 X ( x o : x ) Y ( V y ) > n even 
v=o 
Proof: The formulas are established by induction. They are clearly valid 
for n = Oo 
Assume n is even and that 
(n) n 
-7 / \ V fn\ . n - v ~ ( v ) , x (n-v) 
2 ( V z ) = Zj w 1 x ( x o : x ) y 
v=o 
Z (z o:z) 
rn/2 
—^I 
. n 
i 
Lk=o 
n/2 
+ 
k=i 
(.2k) (n-2k) 
(2k-i) (n-2k+i) 
(y 0=y) 
By definition, 
J.n+i)
 r z (n) 
Z (z o:z) = (n+])J Z ( z ^ l d ^ , 
z 
0 
(n+i) (n) (n) 
Z (z o:z) = (n+1) -[J { s s ( ? ) R e [ Z (zQ:!:)]dC - t g(n) Im[Z (z o^)]dr)} 
+ i ^ U T I m ^ ( " v ? ) ] d ? + ^ j l R e [ Z (z^cJldt)}} 
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(n+l)Re[Z (z Q :C)] 
a n d 
(n+l)lm[Z (z 
since 
n/2 
n ^ ,n <2k) (n-2k) 
i ^ ( - ^ ^ ^ ( n + l ^ k ) X ( x Q t : d Y ( y ^ n ) , 
k=o 
n/2 
= 1 
^ . (2k-i) ( n-2k+i) 
I ( - l ) V k : } ) ( n+2-2 k ) S ( x Q : 0 Y ( y ^ ) , 
k = o 
( n + D O = (n + l)nl 
p ! ( n - p ) ! 
(n + 1)! 
p!(n - p ) ! 
- (n - p + 1) —f "—7-
p! (n - p + 1J! 
= (" - P • D ^ 1 ) • 
Hence 
(n+l) 
n/2 (n-2k+i) 
Re [ 2^(z o:z)] = f j f i ^ f e j i n ^ s ^ ) X ^ ^ ) Y iv^)^ 
nC2 n-2k (n-ak+i) 
. E 1 ( 2 k - l ) ( n + 2 " 2 k ) ^ 1 ( x o : ° Y ( V ^ J 4 
k = o 
(n) 
- J s 2 ( 0 X ( x o : O d £ 
y
 n / 2
 n-2k t ^ ' 1 ) (n-ak+l) 
" J [ I 1 O C n ^ J t . h J X (x Q:x) Y ( y ^ ) ] * , 
Yn k=l 
since 
Y ^ n y ( y o : y o ) = 0 for n > 1 and y°(yo:Y0) = 1 • 
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(n+i) (n+l) n / 2 .
 2 k + 2 ( 2 k~l) 
Re[z (Z Q:Z)] = X (x :x) + £ i ( 2 £ J ) X (X Q:X) [(n + 2 - 2k) 
° k=i 
y (n-2k+i 
J t 2 ( r i ) Y (y 0 : r i ) d n] y~ 
(n+l) n / 2 n-2k+2
 A i (2k-i) (n+i-2k+i) 
^ * Cx0:x) + I i X (x Q:x) <V*> 
k=l 
Similarly is obtained 
(n+i) n / 2
 n p. 2k (n+i-sk) 
ImCZ i n _ 2 k ( n 2 + k X ) X (x Q:x) Y (y^y) , 
k=o 
so that
 n+i 
Z (z :z) = I i X (x :x) Y (y :y) 
The other induction arguments are similar. 
Lemmal: 
X ^ ( x :x) 
m- z
n ( |xl + |x|) < < n£(|x I + |x|) 
2 1 0
 (x - xQ) 
X ^ ( x :x) 
m- 2
n(|x ol + |x|) < ° — < n£ ( | x j + |x|) 
Z 0
 (x - xQ) 
Y ( n ) ( y :y) 
m- 2
n(|y 0 l + |y|) < ~ 0-—n < m z ^ y 0 l + | y | ) 
* ° (y - y 0) 
( n ) ( y :y) 
m- n ( |y 0 l + lyl) < * "£(ly 0l + l y l ) • 
(y - y 0) 
3 0 
Proof: 
Case 1; x > x : 
The proof is by induction on n 
X U ) ( x :x) = f X[l/Sl(0]d5 < sup [l/s±(0](x - x ) 0 J x 1 Se[x .x] 1 ° 
< m v(|x I + |x|)(x - x ) 
Zj O O 
Similarly 
X ^ ( x :x) > m-J-{\x | + |x|)(x - x ) . 
O > O O 
Assume the estimate holds for n» If n is even, then 
X (x Q:x) = (n + 1) 
1 v(n) 
,(0 < (n + 1) f m n + 1 ( |x | + \K\)ti - x ) n d£ 2 o 
by induction hypothesis. 
m^ is nondecreasing, so 
X ^ + 1 \ x :x) < (n + l) m nJ" 1(|x | + |xl 
0 Zj O 
(K - x ) n dK 
< uPtH\x\ + |x|)(x - x ) n + 1 . 
— 2 o o 
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Similarly, 
X ( x „ : x ) > m - J - ^ l x | + | x | ) ( x - x j n + 1 
Case 2s x > X: 
?
 o 
- x ( 0 ( x :X) = R X ° 1 
S I ( 0 
X (X :X) 
o 
X - X - - ' r 1 o 
Assume estimate holds for n 
< m_( x | + X )(X - X) 
- 2 o o 
< m v(|x I + |x|) . 
(n+i) X (n) 
- X ( x o : x ) = ( n + l ) J R - ^ y X ( x Q : 0 
< m N + M | x o | + |X|)(X O - X ) N + 1 
(n) 
X (X :X) 
< M ^ H L X J + |X|) . 
(X - X ) n+i - 2
 x 1
 o 
The other estimate proceeds similarly. 
The argument for n odd is virtually the same. The results for 
S ( N ) ( X : x ) , Y ( n ) ( y : y ) , and Y ( n ) ( y :y) follow in the same fashion. 
Lemma 2: 
| Z ( N ) U V Z ) | < 2* |a | { 2*m (|zj + | Z | ) |Z - z j } " . 
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Proof: Assume n is odd$ the proof is virtually unchanged for even n. 
Z C n ) ( l J V z ) | = | f ( n ) i n " v X ( v ) ( x :x) Y ( n " v ) ( y :y) | 
0 L-i \V/ 0 0 V=L 
n 
< I ("J | X ^ ) ( x o : x ) Y < " - > ( V y ) | 
V=L 
n 
* I ("K'M + l-l> !x-x olV-(|y ol + |y|) 
V=I 
• ly - yorv (ID from the triangle inequality and Lemma 1. 
so that 
and 
x < z o y < z , x < z , y < z , o — o o — o ' i i — i J \ i i — \ \ j 
x + x < z + z , 
o 1 1 — 1 0 
Y 0L + LYL < U 0 I + \z\ ; 
hence, since m^ is nondecreasing, 
nu ( x I + x ) < mv (| z I + | z I) , 
Z O — 2J O 
m 2 ( | Y 0 + |Y|) < M 2 ( | Z 0 L + IZ 1 
Thus estimate (ll) becomes 
n 
.(n) z
tn
'(i„0.«)| < I 0^(1^1 + L * - x O R (y-y0ln"v V=L 
- -S(l«„l + I«l) 10 l-x0lvly-y0ln-v < V=L 
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< m£(|z o| + |z|)(|x - x j + |y - y j ) n 
< n g ( | z o l + |z|)(2*|z - z o | ) n 
|Z ( n )(l,-z o:z)| < (2 S rn^dzj + |z|) | z - z j ) " . 
In the same manner is obtained 
| Z ( n ) ( i ; z : z ) l < (2* n u ( | z J + |z|) |z - z ) n ' 
For a = a + i(3, relation (ll) gives 
|Z ( n ) ( a j z o : z ) | = | a Z ( n ) ( l ; z o : z ) + p Z ( n ) ( i ; z o : z ) | 
| Z ( n ) ( a ; z 0 : z ) | < | a | | Z ( n ) ( 1 , z o : z ) | + | p| | Z ( n ) ( i , z Q : z ) | 
< ( | a | + l p l { 2 * 1 ^ ( 1 ^ 1 + | z | ) | z - z j } n 
< 2*|a|{2* ^ ( I z J + | z | ) \z - z j f , 
which proves the lemma. 
Higher Order Siqma-Derivatives.--Higher order 2 - 2 7 derivatives of 
a 2-monogenic function f are defined by 
f [ 0 ] ( z ) = f ( z ) 
[n-i] , 
d vf ( z ) / d v z , n odd 
r -I I Z, ZI 
f C n ] ( z ) = 
-cL/f ( z ) / d v / z , n even 
3 4 
[n] 
It is evident that f (z) is 2-monogenic for even n and Z'-mono-
genie for odd n. 
Lemma 3; Let f(z) = u(x 5y) + iv(x,y) be a 2-monogenic function 
Let D 1 and be operators defined by 
D
1^(x,y) = s i(x) u x(x,y), D 2u(x,y) = u x(x,y)/s 2(x). 
If f W ( z ) = u [ n ] ( x , y ) + i v [ n ] ( x , y ) , then 
[2n+l] 
u 
(x,y) = D 1 ( D 2 D 1 ) u(x,y) 
u'" 2 n^(x,y) = (D D ± ) n u(x,y) 
[2n+l] . , »n / \ 
v (x,y) = D 2 ( D 1 D 2) v(x,y) 
v [ 2 n ] ( x , y ) = (D ± D 2 ) n v(x,y) . 
Proof: The proof is by induction on n. 
f M ( z ) - s ( x ) u v(x,y) + iv (x,y)/s (x) 
= D 1 u(x,y) + iD 2 y(x,y) 
f [ 2 ] ( z ) = [D 1 u(x,y)] + i S l(x)[D v) 
s 2(x) 1 X 1 «J 
= D 2 Di u(x,y) + i D 1 D 2 v(x,y) . 
Assume the lemma is true for n. Then 
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Hence 
F [ 2 N ] ( Z ) = Djn u ( x ^ y ) + i ( D i D g ) n y ( x j y ) ^ 
f [ 2 N + i ] ( z ) = D ^ u ( x > y ) + i D ^ D ^ v ( x ^ y ) . 
f C a ( n + i ) ] ( z ) = ^ [ D ( D D } n u ( x ^ y ) ] 
2 X 
+ i
 S j L(x) [D 2(Dj^ D 2 ) n v(x,y)] 
= D [D (D D ] n u(x,y) + i D D [(D D ) n] v(x,y) 
*o X *o X X X 
= (D s D 1 ) n + 1 u(x,y) + 1 (D 1 D g ) n + l v(x,y) . 
f [a(n+i) + i ] ( z ) = S i ( x ) [ ( D s D i ) n + i u ( x > y ) ; | 
+ i — J-r [(D, D , ) n + 1 v(x,y)] 
s 2 U ) 1 ^ X 
= D (D D ) n + 1 u(x,y) + i D (D D ) n + 1 v(x,y) 
1 2 1 2 1 2 
Theorem 12; Let f be Z-monogenic at z = Z q. If 
f [ n ] ( z o ) - 0, n = 0, 1, 2, 
then f(z) = 0. 
Proof: Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that ZQ = 0, 
The following relation is first proved: 
[n] ./ £u 3 n" 1uN ,
 n , \ a nu 
ax 
3 6 
where A and B are functions such that B ( x ) / 0 and 
n=i 
1=1 
C . ( x ) alii 
1
 a x 1 
for some analytic functions C \ ( x ) . 
, W -
s i ( x ) a x ' 
so for n = 1, the relation holds trivially. Assume true for n even 
Then by the preceeding Lemma, 
u C n + 1 ]
 =
 s i ( x > h (uCn]) 
s^(x) A (x, ..., a
n 
-1 „n 
3x n J 
s ( x ) 
1 
"M
 + 9B 9 % + B ^ n + 1 u 
L a * a x a x n a x 
n+i 
3A 
3 x 
n-i 
I 
i=i 
( n a 1 "! u , n a 1u •> 
i c i ^ i r r + c i ^ l i 
n-i 
Hence, 
,Xn+i] 
= c < 9 u y r + C ' ] + C 
i 3x L 1 i-i P
 Q x i n-i
 Q x n 
1=2 
= S 
n-i . 
9 x
 i4fe 1 1 a x 1 l L n 1 ax -
n n + 1 
a x n
+ B
 a x n + 1 s ± 
For n odd, replace s 1 by l / s 2 • 
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Now it is shown that (—n) = 0, n = 0,1,... . This is 
v9x /x=y=o 
obviously true for n = 0,1. Assume true for n - 1. 
[nl 
u = 0 by hypothesis, so 
i C n ] = A I B ^ . 
ax/ \ a y 2 / W n ~ = 0 
by the induction hypothesis. Hence 
Thus 
But B(0) 0, so 
A(x, . ..,
 n - i U ) = 0 . 
Qx /x=y=o 
ox x=y=o 
^ X ^ y r r o 
Theorem 7 implies that u(x,0) is an analytic function of x, so 
u(x,0) E 0 . 
Similarly is obtained v(x,0) E 0. Therefore 
l^v(x,0)] = (g) =_ 0 
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au
 =
 l a l lL ax 
ay
 S a ( x ) ax » 
since f is 2-monogenic. So 
U o ) 
(DU\ 2 
•DX) \QV/
 s ( x) vax/ 
u y
 y=o b 2 v ' y=o 
= 0 
u is a solution of a second order partial differential equation 
with analytic coefficients (Theorem 3 ) . For y = 0, u = 0 and — = 0, 
so from the Cauchy-Kowaleski theorem (Petrovsky, [o]), u = 0 is the 
unique solution of the equation (8). u = 0, so v is constant, since 
flu - -1 flv
 a n d flu _ _ _£ QV 
9x Si 9y 9y s g 9x 
But f(0) = u(0) + i v(0) = 0; hence v = 0. Thus f = 0 . 
Lemma 4: Let F(z), G(z), and H(z) be functions analytic at z = 0. 
Let the sequence { f ^ (Z)} be defined by 
F Q(z) = F(z) 
F (z) = 
•G(z) F' (Z), n odd 
n-i 
H(z) F ' ( Z ) , n even 
n-i ' 
Then there exists a positive constant C such that 
|F n(0)| < n! J1 
for all n = 0, 1, 2, ... . 
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Proof: Set °° 
F(z) = I a n z n 
n=o 
G(z) = I b n z n 
n=o 
H(z) = £ c n z" 
n=o 
Let d > 0 be chosen such that F, G, and H are all analytic for 
|z| < d. Let M be a bound for F, G, and H on the circle |z| = d, 
Then from Cauchy's estimate 
| F ( n ) ( 0 ) | < M n! d" n 
|G ( n )(0)[ < M n! d -n 
| H ( n ) ( 0 ) | < M n! d' n . 
Hence 
a I < M d" n, lb | < M d"n, |c | < M d"n . 
n ~ ' n — ' n ~ 
Let the function K(z) be defined as follows: 
K(z) - ^ M d" n z n 
n=o 
M Md I I / , 
-
 — i — 7 T " = ~Z s z \ K d . 
1 - z/d d - z ' 1 1 
K(z) is analytic for |z| < d. Let the sequence of functions { k ^ ( Z ) } 
be defined as follows: 
40 
K q (Z) - K(z) 
K (z) = K(z) K' (z) 
The ^ (z) a r e constructed by the same formal process used to construct 
the F n ( z ) by taking F(z) = G(z) = H(z) = K(z). Thus because of the 
estimates above on la I, |b |, and |c I, 
1
 n 1 * 1 n 1' 1 n ' 
By definition 
F n ( 0 ) | < |K n(0)| . 
v t \ Md r Md 2A2 M^d 
(d - z ) 3 > 
K 2(z) 
Md 3M*d 2A2 -I 
d - z L(d - z ) 4 J ~ (d - z ) 5 
3JVPd 3^3 
K (z) 
n 
Since 
1 0 3 • ... 
it follows that 
= 1 * 3 ' ... * (2n -l) M
n + 1
 d n + 1 
(d - z ) 2 n + 1 " 
(2n - 1) < 2 • 4 • ... • 2n = 2 n n! , 
K (0) 
n 
- 1 • 3 • ... • (2n - 1) M n + 1 / d n 
< 2 n n! M n + 1 / d n 
< n! ( 2 M 2 / d ) n , 
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if M is taken > 1. Hence 
F (0)| < |K (0)| < n!(2M 2/d) n 
which proves the lemma. 
Lemma 5: If f(z) = u + iv is 2-monogenic at z = Z q , then there 
exists a constant C such that 
Proof: Without loss of generality Z q can be taken to be 0. It is 
known from Theorem 7 that 'u(x,y) is an analytic function of x and 
y 0 Thus u(x,0) is an analytic function of the single variable x, 
and may be extended to an analytic function of the complex variable z. 
That is, the function u(z,0) obtained by formally replacing x by z 
is analytic in some neighborhood of the origin. Similarly the functions 
s 1(z) and s 2 ( z ) a r e analytic functions of z near the origin. 
< n! C ,n 
Apply Lemma 4 to the case F(z) = u(z,0), G(z) = s 1 ( z ) , and 
and H(z) = l/[s (z)]. Then 
n odd 
n even 
Thus there is a constant C such that 
l 
F (0)| < n! C n . 
n ' 1 
4 2 
r 1 
Since Lemma 3 implies that F (0) = u L J ( O , 0 ) , 
|F n ( 0 ) | = | u C n ] ( 0 , 0 ) | < nl Cnx . 
In the same way it is shown that 
| v [ n ] ( 0 , 0 ) | < n! C n 
2 
for some constant C . Thus 
2 
| F [ n ] ( 0 ) | = |u C n ](0,0) + i v n(0,0)| 
< | u [ n ] ( 0 , 0 ) | + | v C n ] ( 0 , 0 ) | 
< n!(C^ + Cn2) < n!(C i + C 2 ) n . 
Expansion Theorem.--Consider the infinite series 
oo 
Y (a :z :z) . 
n=o 
If this series converges uniformly on every compact subset of some 
simply connected region D, the limit function will be 2-monogenic 
in Ds as can be shown by making use of Theorem 10. 
The problem in this section is to decide under what conditions 
a function 2-monogenic at a point z Q can be expanded in such a ppwer 
series. 
oo 
Theorem 13: If the ordinary power series ^ a n ^ z " ^ o ^ ^ a s a 
n=o 
positive radius of convergence r, then there is a neighborhood of 
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zo9 ^ Z o ^ ' s u c n " tha t t h e f o r m a l p o w e r s e r i e s 
00 
Y Z ( n ) ( a j z :z) 
Li r r o 
n = o 
c o n v e r g e s u n i f o r m l y a n d a b s o l u t e l y f o r a l l z i n N ( Z Q ) . 
P r o o f : L e t N(z ) b e d e f i n e d by 
o 
N ( z Q ) = ( z | z - z Q | < p / [ 2 * m 2 ( | z o | + r ) ] } 
w h e r e p i s s u c h t h a t 0 < p < r . F rom Lemma 2 , 
| z ( n ) | ( a n ; z o : z ) < 2 * | aJ p n , z e n(Z Q) . 
CO CO 
^ l a n l p n c o n v e r g e s s i n c e p < r a n d ^ a n ^ z " Z o ^ n h a s r a d ^ u s 
n = o n=o 
o f c o n v e r g e n c e r by h y p o t h e s i s . H e n c e 
00 
V Z ( n ) ( a ;z :z) 
L i r o n=o
c o n v e r g e s u n i f o r m l y on N ( Z Q ) , by t h e W e i e r s t a s s M t e s t . 
C o r o l l a r y : The f o r m a l p o w e r s e r i e s 
L n Z ( V V z ) ' 
n=o 
o b t a i n e d f r o m 2 - d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g t h e o r i g i n a l s e r i e s t e r m - b y - t e r m , 
a l s o c o n v e r g e s u n i f o r m l y a n d a b s o l u t e l y i n N ( z ) . 
o 
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Proof: The conclusion is immediate from the fact that 
CO 
n a n ( z - z Q ) n 1 n a s the same radius of convergence as the series 
n=o 
CO 
Z - Z ) 
0 
n=o 
Theorem 14: If 
then 
Proof: 
f(z) = Y Z ( n )(a ;z :z) , 
LI n o 
n=o 
nl a = f C n ](z ) . 
n o 
f(z) = I Z ( k )(a k Jz o:z) 
k-o 
by hypothesis. This series can be 2 - 2'-differentiated term-by-term 
n times to yield 
r £ k(k - 1) ... (k - n + 1) Z ( k ' n ) ( a k ; z Q : z ) , n 
f [ n ] ( . ) = < 
k=n 
CO 
Y k(k - 1) ... (k - n +• 1) Z ( k _ n ) ( a -,Z :z), n 
LI \R 0 
even 
odd 
'k=n 
The conclusion of the theorem follows at once from the fact that 
Z ( k )(a v Jz :z ) = Z(k)(a,jz :z ) = 0 
k7 o o k' o o 
for all k > 1, and 
Z ( o ) ( a ;z z) = Z ( o ) ( a ;Z :z) = a 
n7 o rr o n 
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Theorem 15: A function f(z) which is E-monogenic at a = 2Q can 
be expanded in a formal power series 
00 
.(n) Hz) - I zM(Wz) 
n=o 
valid in some neighborhood of Z Q 
Proof: Define 
;Cn] a = f L n J ( z )/n! . n o ' 
From Lemma 5, there is a constant C such that 
a 
n 
f ( n ) ( z ) 
o < c
n 
Then 
or 
n 
lim sup */ [ a | < C , 
n-*oo n 
Fr=r ^ 5 > 0 lim sup v I a 
n-*oo 
Thus the ordinary power series 
00 
I a n ( z " z o ) n 
n=o 
has a positive radius of convergence. Theorem 13 then implies that 
the formal power series 
00 
(n) 
n=o 
4 6 
converges in some neighborhood of Z q . It follows from the previous 
theorem that 
Set 
Then 
F [ n ] ( z ) = n! a 
o n 
G(z) - F(z) - f(z) . 
G [ n ] ( z ) = F [ n ] ( z ) - f [ n ] ( z ) 
= n! a - n! a 
n n 
= 0 . 
Hence from Theorem 12, G(z) = Oj that is, 
oo 
F(z) = f(z) = V Z ( n ) ( a ;z :z) 
i—i n o n=o 
CHAPTER IV 
MAPPINGS DEFINED BY SIGMA-MONOGENIC FUNCTIONS 
The major results of this chapter will be to show that a mapping 
w = f(z) from the complex plane into the complex plane, for f(z) 
sigma-monogenic, is an open mapping, and its zeros are isolated. This 
means, of course, that a sigma-monogenic function is light open, and 
hence is locally topologically equivalent to some analytic function. 
(Whyburn [7]). 
Zeros of Sigma-Monogenic Functions.--In this section will be proved 
that the zeros of a sigma-monogenic function are isolated. 
Lemma 6: Let s^O) = s (0) = t ^ O ) = t (0) = 1. Given two constants 
a ^ 0 and z , and a positive integer n, there exists a number 
6 > 0 and a number £ > 0 such that 
| z ^ ( a : z :z) > b\z - z 0 | n > f ° r l z " Z 0 I 1 £ • 
Proof: Without loss of generality it can be assumed that z Q = 0. 
Let e 1 be any positive number. Since s 1 ( x ) , s 2 ( x ) > t 1 ( y ) , 
and ~t2(y) a r e continuous and never zero, there exists a number £* 
such that 
U - s}(x)| < e± , 
k = ± 1, j = 1, 2 
U - tjCy)I < £i , 
4 8 
whenever |x|, |y| < e*. Choose £ 2 < inf(e J L, e * ) . It then follows 
at once from the definition of m^ , and from the inequalities above that 
rr^ Ceg) < 1 + e 1 . (12) 
Define a sequence of positive integers { c n} a s follows 
1 = 1 > 
c n = 1 + 2n c n _ 1 , n > 1 
It is now shown by induction that 
X ^ U ) - x n| < e, c |x| n, for |x| < e c . (13) 
i n & 
For n = 1, 
| X ( x ) - x | = | J dK 
o s 1 ( 0 
- x = l-j-r - 1] dK\ 
S l ( 0 - 1 *z 
< e 1 1 x 
Assume 
X ( n " l } ( x ) - x n _ 1 < E i S . i | x | n ' S | x | < e 
For even n9 
X ( n ) ( x ) - x n (5) x^-^U) dZ - x n 
= In J X [ s (?) X ( n " l ) ( 5 ) - C"' 1 ] del = 
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Cs 8 (0 x ^ ' ^ C O - s 8 ( 0 KN'' 
o 
+ s (5) C 0 " 1 - C n _ 1 ] dd 
< n SAK) [ x ( n - l } ( 0 - C"" 1]! 
+ n ^"M | s o ( 0 - l | DZ 
< n(l + e 1 ) e 1 c n _ 1 | x | n _ 1 |x| + e j x 
< e j x | n [n(l + e ) c + l] l l n-1 
X ( n ) ( x ) - x"| < S± C X , 
n I I J 
since e, can be taken to be less than 1. 1 
For n odd the proof proceeds in exactly the same manner with 
s 2 everywhere replaced by l/s^. Thus the estimate (l3) is established 
for all n 0 
The same estimate is valid for the functions X ^ n ^ ( x ) , Y ^ ( y ) , 
and y ( n ) ( z ) . 
From Theorem 11, 
n 
| z ( n ) ( z ) - z n| = I [ (1) i n ' V X ( v ) ( x ) Y ( n " v ) ( y ) - z n| 
v=o 
where n is odds the argument is virtually unchanged in case n is 
even
 0 
n 
n / . . \ n V1 / n \ .n-v v n-v 
Z = (x + ly) = ^ U / 1 x y . . 
5 0 
Hence, 
| Z ( n > ( z ) - z n | = I I ft) i n " V [ X ( v ) ( x ) Y ( n " v ) ( y ) - x V y n ' V ] 
v=o 
n 
< l ft) |x< v >(x) Y C n " v ) ( y ) - Y ( n " v ) ( y ) x V 
v=o 
+ Y ( n " v ) ( y ) x v - x V
 y
n
"
V | 
I (^)|Y ( n- v )(y)| |X ( v>(x) - x V | 
+
 1 (") I*"' \^{N'V)M - yn"vl • (14) 
If |z| < e_, then |x|, |y| < e 0 and the estimate (13) im-
2 « 
plies that 
£ f t ) | Y ( n - V ) ( y ) L | X ( V ) ( X ) - x V | < I ft)
 £ l c j x f lY^JCyJ I . 
v=o v=o 
But from Lemma 1, 
v ( n - v ) / v i , n-v / \ i in-v 
Y (y)I < m
 y (e o; |y' 2 ^ 2 ' 
Hence 
n 
I ft) | Y ( n - v ) ( y ) | | X ( V ) ( X ) . X V | < E I C N l$)SJ>Z U2)\VR* 
v=o v = ° 
< e c (|x| + nu(e ) | y | ) n (Binomial Theorem) 
i n Zi <o 
< e l C [ | x | + ( ! + £ , ) I y | ] n 
< 2 2 n c n e 1|z| n, for |z| < e 2 . 
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Also, 
n 
V / n \ i iv i „ ( n - v ) / \ n-vi • „ V fn\ i i v i n-v 
2, ( J Ix| \r ; ( y ) - y I < l °n L U | x | - l y 
v=o v=o 
< c n (|x| + | y | ) n 
< 2 2 n e, c |z| n • 
i n 1 1 
Estimate (l4) now becomes 
,(n) Z W ( z ) - z n | < 2 2 * c n e , | z | n + 2 2 n C r e ± | z | n 
< 2 2 n + 1 c e | z | n . 
n i 
In the same manner can be obtained 
| z ( n ) ( i : Z ) - i z n | < 2 s n + 1 c n ex | z | n . 
For a = a + £}i , 
Z ( n ) ( a : Z ) = a Z ( n ) ( z ) + |3 Z ( n ) ( i : z ) 
|Z ( n )(a:z) - a
 Z
n | < |a| | Z ( n ) ( z ) - z n| + |p| |Z ( n )(i:z) - i z n 
< 2 2 n + 1 c n e t |z| n(|a| + |p|) 
< 2 2 n + 1 c e, |a| |z| n . 
n 1 
Or 
I a z - Z' ' [ a:z) | <s 'Z c e, lai iz 
a z 
n
 - Z ( n ) ( a : z ) | < 2 2 n + 2 c n ex 
n
 - Z ( n ) ( a : z ) | < 2 2 n + 2 c e- |a| | z | n . 
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Thus 
Z^ n ;(a:z) | > (1 + 2 c n |a| | z n 
If is taken so that 
< i/ 22n+2 c 
n 
then 
AND 
6 = |a|(l - 2 2 n + 2 c e ) > 0 ; 1 1
 n i 7 
Z ( n ) ( a : z ) | > b | z | n , for |z| < s2 , 
which proves the lemma. 
Lemma 7: Let s.(O) = s (0) = s and t (0) = t (0) = t . Then the 
J. <J 0 1 *O o 
conclusion of Lemma 6 follows. 
Proofs Define the matrix 2* as follows 
'*TM/*0 t ^ y j / t ; 
2 * = 
.s 2(x)/s o t a(y)/t 0 ( 
Let Z ^ ( a s z ) = U(x,y) + i V(x,y). Let the function g[z) 
be defined by 
g(z) = S q U(x,y) + i t Q V(x,y) . 
Let 
u*(x,y) = sn U(x,y) 
v*(x,y) = t V(x,y) . 
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gives 
Then 
u*(x,y) = s Q U x(x,y), u*(x,y) = S q U (x,y) , 
v*(x,y) = t Q V x ( x , y ) , v*(x,y) = t Q V y(x,y) . 
(n) 
Z (a:z) is 2-monogenic, which implies 
S 1 ( X ) / S q u*(x,y) = S l ( x ) U x(x,y) = t ^ y ) V y(x,y) = t 1(y)/t Q v*(x,y) 
s (x)/s u*(x,y) = s (x) U (x,y) = -t (y) V (x,y) = -t (y)/t v*(x,y) . 
2 0 y ' y 2 y 2 X J 1 2 0 X ' J 
So, by Theorem 2, g(z) is Z*-monogenic. 
It will now be shown that 
g(z) = Z< n )(a*:z) , 
(n) 
for some constant a*, where Z^ (a*:z) is the formal power ob­
tained from £*„ 
Assume n is even. The argument for odd n is only slightly 
different. Let m be any positive integer such that m < n. For odd 
m, m = 2k + 1, and Lemma 3 gives 
[ Z ( n ) ( a : z ) ] [ m ] = D i ( D 2 D^ 1^ U + i D 2 ( D l D 2 ) k V . 
For even m, m = 2k, then 
[ Z ( n ) ( a : z ) ] [ m ] = (D 2 D l ) k U + i (D ± D 2 ) k V . 
Consider now the m order Z* -Z* '-derivative of g(z). Lemma 3 
5 4 
9 C m ] U ) 
where 
Hence 
g C m ] ( z ) 
and for m = n 
Hence 
D* (D* D * ) k s U + i D*(D* D * ) k t V, m odd 
1 V 2 1 0 2 1 2 0 
(D* D * ) k s Q U + i (D* D * ) k t Q V, m even , 
D* 1 - d A 0 ) D i ' D £ = s o D 2 ' 
D ( D D ) k U + i D (D D ) k V t s , m o d d 
1 2 1 2 1 2 0 0 
s (D o D J k U + i t ( D D ) k V , m even . 
0 2 1 0 1 2 
For all m < n 
[ Z ( n ) ( a : 0 ) ] C m ] = 0 , 
where 
[ Z ( n ) ( a : z ) ] [ m ] = a = a + i [3 
g ^ ( 0 ) = 0 , for 0 < m < n 
g M ( z ) = s a + i t B . 
O 0 R 
(n) 
It follows from Theorem ]2 applied to Z ^ (a*:z) - g(z) that 
g(z) = Z^ n )(a*:z) , 
a* = s a + i t B . 
o o v 
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From the definition of g(z) 
| g ( z ) I 2 = s 2 U 2 + t 2 V 2 
1
 ^  o o 
< m 2(0) (U 2 + V 2) 
< mf^O) | z ( n ) ( a : z ) | 2 
Hence 
* ^ ( 0 ) |g(z)| < | Z ( n ) ( a : z ) | . 
The matrix 2 * satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 6, so there 
exist positive numbers 6 1 and e such that 
| z£ n )(a*:z)| > b'\z\n, for |z| < e . 
This., combined with estimate ( l 5 )
 s implies 
| Z ( n ) ( a : z ) | > rn^O) |g(z)| > m ^ ( 0 ) Ul < e , 
which proves the lemma. 
Lemma 8: The conclusion of Lemma 6 holds for arbitrary 2 . 
Proof: Let the following change of variable be made: 
z = x + iy = A£ + i Bf] 
where 
A = [ S l(0) t 2(0)]' 
B = Cs 2(0) t ^ O ) ] 2 , 
and £ = K, + irj is a new independent variable. 
Let the matrix 2 * be defined as follows: 
I s 2 ( 0 ) / S l ( 0 ) ] * S l ( A O [ ^ ( O / t ^ O ) ] * t^Br,)' 
2 * = ( 
X S l ( 0 ) / s 2 ( 0 ) ] * s 2 ( A 0 [ t ^ O / t ^ O ) ] * t 2 ( B r , ) 
Next it is shown that a sigma-monogenic function f(z) is a 
2*-monogenic function of the variable 
f(z) = u(x,y) + i v(x,y) 
f ( 0 = u(A?, Br\) + i v(A5, Bfi) . 
Also 
u- = u A, u = u B , 
K x r] y 
vF = v A, v = v B . 
^ x T] y 
Since f is a 2-monogenic function of z, 
s i(x) u x(x,y) = t 1(y) v (x,y) 
s 2(x) u (x,y) = - t 2 ( y ) v x(x,y) . 
Making the above defined change of variable results in 
[ s ± ( A O / A ] (A£, Bri) = [t1(Bf])/B] v (A£, Br]) , 
[s (AO/B] U (A?, Bfi) = - [t (Bri)/A] v {AK, Bfi) ; 
2 1 2 *- S 
or 
{l/isx(0) ta(0)]*} Sl(A5) = {l/[s2(0) t^O)]*} t1(Bt|) vtl 
{l/[ss(0) t^O)]*} s (AO u =-{l/[8l(0) t (O)]*] t (B5) 
Hence 
[s 2(0)/ S l(0)F
 S l ( A 0 U^. = [ ^ ( O j / t ^ O ) ] * t^Bt,) v^, 
Cs (0)/s (0)]* s (AO = - [ t (0)/t (0)]* t (Bfi) v r . 
1 2 2 1 ! 1 2 2 S 
It can be shown similarly that a 2 /-monogenic function of z 
is a 2*'-monogenic function of 
Consider the relation between the 2-derivative of a function 
and the 2*-derivative of the same function treated as a function of 
d 2 f(z)/d 2z =
 S l ( x ) u x + [ i / s 2 ( x ) ] v x 
d ^ f W / d ^ C = s^AOCs ( 0 ) / s ( 0 ) ] * Aux 
+ A i / [ S l ( 0 ) / s 2 ( 0 ) ] * s 2(AO V X 
= s (AK)[t (0) s (0)]* u 
1 2 2 * 
+ i [ t a ( 0 ) s 2 ( 0 ) ] * v/sgCAO , 
from which follows 
d^ f(z)d 2z = [s ( 0 ) t ( 0 ) ] " * " d^f(0/d^C . 
The same result holds for z'- and 2*'-derivatives, so that 
f M * « = [ s 2 ( 0 ) / t 2 ( 0 ) ] V S f M ( 2 ) , 
where f (£) denotes the mth order 2*- 2*'-derivative . 
5 8 
For 0 < m < n, 
[ Z ( n ) ( a : 0 ) ] C m ] = 0 
[ Z ( n ) ( a : z ) ] [ n ] E a . 
Relation (16) therefore implies that 
[ Z ( n ) ( a : 0 ) ] C r a ] * = 0 , 0 < m < n 
[ Z C n ) ( a : t : ) ] C n ] * = [ s 2 ( 0 ) / t s ( 0 ) ] n / S a . 
From Theorem 12 it follows that 
z i n ) ( a * : 0 = Z ( n ) ( a : z ) , (17) 
where 
a* = [s (0)/ t ( 0 ) ] n / 2 . 
2 2 
The elements of the matrix 2 * satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 
7, so there exist positive constants 6 and £ such that 
.(n) 
z i , n J ( a * : O I > i\K\N, M < e . 
From the definition of 
so that 
| C | > m - M o ) | z l 
Z ( n ) ( a : z ) | - | z i n ) ( a * : C ) | > T\Z\N < - ^ - ' ~ l n 
whenever |z| < £ m^,(0) . 
z 
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Theorem 16: Let f be a function 2-monogenic in some domain D, 
and suppose f is not identically zero on D. Let a £ D be a point 
such that f(a) = 0. Then there is a neighborhood N ( a ) of a such 
that for all z £ N ( a ) , f(z) £ 0, (z ^ a ) . 
Proof: 
f(z) = £ Z ( n )(a n;a:z) 
n=o 
for |z - a| sufficiently small. 
Z ^ ( a ,-a:z) = 0 , n > 1 
Z^°\a ;a:z) E a , 
o o 
so f(a) = 0 implies that a Q = 0. Since f is not identically 
zero, there must be at least one a •£ 0. Let k be the smallest 
n 
integer for which a^ j£ 0. Then 
CO 
f ( z ) = I Z ( n ) ( a n ; a : z ) 
n=k 
00 
= Z ( k )(a k;a:z) + £ Z ( n )(a n;a:z) . 
n=k+l 
CO 
\f(z)\ > | z ( k ) ( a k , - a : z ) | - £ | Z ( n ) (a n;a:z) | (18) 
n=k+i 
since the formal power expansion is absolutely convergent. 
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Consider the ordinary power series 
00 
£ a n [ 2 * m 2(2|a| + r ) ] n (z - a ) n (19) 
n=k+i 
for any r > 0 . 
From Lemma 5 , there is some positive constant C so that 
I . I f [ n ] ( a ) l ,
 n 
a = ; < C . 
1
 n 1 n ! 
Thus 
| a j [2* m 2(2|a| + r ) ] n < [C 2* m(2|a| + r ) ] n 
lim sup J |a J[2* m v(2|a| + r ) ] n < C 2 2 m j 2 | a | + r) . 
n -» co 
This implies that the power series (19) has a positive radius of 
convergence, say e. From Lemma 2 ? 
| z ( n ) ( a n ; a : z ) | < 2*| a nI [2* m^C|a| + | z | ) ] n |z - a| n 
< 2 2 | a J [ 2 *
 m 2 ( 2 | a | + e ) ] n |z - a| n 
for |z - a| < e . Therefore 
00 oo 
1 | Z ( n ) ( a n ; a : z ) | < 2* £ | a n | [2*m 2 (2 | a | + e) ] n | z - a | n (20) 
n==k+i n=k+l 
Let the function G(z) be defined as follows: 
oo 
G(z) = 2* £ |a n | [2*m 2 (2 |a | + e ) ] n |z - a| n, |z - a) < e/2 . 
n=k+l 
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Estimates (20) and (18) then yield 
|f(z)| > | Z ( k ) ( a k ; a : z ) | - G(z) (21) 
for [z - a| small enough. 
Lemma 8 gives 
| Z ( k ) ( a k ; a : z ) | > b|z - a| k 
for some positive 6 and |z - a| sufficiently small. This, to­
gether with the estimate (2l), implies that |z - a| can be taken 
small enough to insure that 
|f(z)[ > b\z - a| k - G(z) . 
G(z) is continuous in G(a) = 0 , so |z - a| can certainly 
be taken small enough to insure that 
G(z) 6 
z - a| k 2 
Then 
\f{z) > 6|z - a| - ~ al = j I z ~ a I y 
which proves the theorem. 
Corollary: If f is Z-monogenic in D and f(z) = 0 for all z 
of some set that has limit point in D, then f(z) = 0 in D. 
Corollary: If f and g are Z-monogenic in D, and if f(z) = 
g(z) for all z in some set that has a limit point in D, then 
f(z) = g(z) for all z in D. 
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Openness of Sigma-Monogenic Functions.--In this section is proved that 
sigma-monogenic functions are open. First, two purely topological 
lemmas are proved. 
Lemma 9: Let 0 be a bounded open set in Eg. Let f be a complex 
valued function continuous on the closure of 0, 0, and open on 0. 
If W is a component of the complement of f(0 - 0) such that 
f(0) n w / j Z J } then W cf(o) . 
Proof: f is open on 0 by hypothesis, so W - f(0) is closed relative 
to W. 
0 is compact; therefore f(6) is compact. Hence f(o) fl W is 
closed relative to W. 
f(o) n w = [f(o - o) u f(o)] n w 
= [f(o - o) n w]u [f(o) n w] 
= f(o) n w , 
since f(0 - 0) n W = 0 . Therefore f(0) fl W is closed relative 
to W. 
W = [f(0) n W] U [w - f(0)] , 
so W is the union of two disjoint sets, each closed relative to W. 
W in connected and f (0) fl W ^ 0; therefore W - f (0) must be empty. 
Thus W cif(o), which proves the lemma. 
Lemma 10: Suppose V is an open set in E g and p £ V. If f is 
a complex valued function continuous on V and open on V - p, then 
f is open on V-
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Proof: Let G be an open set of V containing p. It will be shown 
that f(p) is in the interior of f(G). 
G is open so there is an r > 0 so that the set 
C = [z | z - p| = r} 
is contained in G. Let C* denote the interior of C; that is, 
C* = [z |z - p| < r] . 
f(C) is contained in the interior of f(G) since f is by 
hypothesis open on V - p„ Thus if f(p) £ f(C), then f(p) is in the 
interior of f(G) and the lemma is proved. 
Consider the case where f(p) f(C). There is an r' > 0 so 
that the set H 
H = [w |w - f(p)| < r'} 
is contained in the complement of f(C) since the complement of 
f(C) U f(p) is open. Since f is continuous at p, f(c - C - p)fj 
[H - f(p)] is not empty„ 
Let W be the component of the complement of f(C + p) con­
taining H - f(p). Apply the previous lemma with 0 = G - C - p. Then 
H - f (p) <=: W f (o) = f (G - C - p) . 
Hence, 
H c f (G - C) , 
and H and f(C) are disjoint, so H e f(g), and the lemma is 
prpved. 
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Theorem 17: A function, f, sigma-monogenic in some set D is open 
in D. 
Proof: Let f = u + iv. The Jacobian of f is 
u u 
x y 
v v 
x y 
u V - V u 
x y x y 
- ( S i / t i ) u2 + ( s 2 / t 2 ) uz 
a y 
s , s u t , and t are positive, so the Jacobian can vanish 
1 2 1 2 y 
only where u^ and u y are zero simultaneously. This together with 
Theorem 1 implies that the Jacobian is zero at exactly those points 
where the sigma-derivative f (z) of f is zero. The 2-derivative 
is S'-monogenic, so the zeros are isolated (Theorem 16). 
Hence the Jacobian, J^ ., has isolated zeros, so that the function 
f is open except at isolated points. Let p be one of these points 
at which the Jacobian is zero. Let G be a neighborhood of p which 
does not contain any other zeros of J^. Lemma 10 then implies that 
f is open on G. In other words, f is actually open at p. Since 
p was arbitrary zero of J^, this shows f is open everywhere in D. 
CHAPTER V 
APPLICATIONS 
As mentioned in the Introduction, there are numerous physical 
problems, particularly in the mechanics of continua, that give rise 
to systems of the form 
s ±(x) u x(x,y) = t i(y) v (x,y) 
s 2(x) u (x,y) = - t g ( y ) v x(x,y) 
and the associated second order equations 
C(t / s ) v ] + [(t / s ) v ] = 1 1 y y 2 2 x Jx 
[(s / t ) u ] + [(s / t ) u ] = 
l' l x x 2' 2 y y 
It has been shown that any continuously differentiable solu­
tions of the system (22) determines a 2-monogenic function, and con­
versely, the real and imaginary parts of any 2-monogenic function satisfy 
the system (22). Thus the Expansion Theorem (Theorem 15) gives a series 
respresentation for all solutions of equations (22) and (23). This can 
be very useful in actually finding solutions or properties of solutions 
of these equations. 
Also important for applications is the fact that the 2- Z'-inte-
gral of a 2'- 2-monogenic function is itself 2-. 2 /-monogenic. The 
(22) 
0 
(23) 
0 . 
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process of 2--2'-integration can thus be used to generate particular 
solutions of (22) and (23) from a known solution. 
The Torsion Problem.--To illustrate ways in which the properties of 
2-monogenic functions can be used in solving a particular applied 
problem, the so-called torsion problem for an elastic solid of revo­
lution will be considered. 
Consider a circular shaft of varying radius. Let r, 0, and 
z be the usual cylindrical coordinates, with the axis of the shaft 
coinciding with the z-axis. In other words, the shaft is the solid 
of revolution obtained by rotating a curve r = f(z) about the z-axis. 
The problem of finding the displacements in the r, 0, and z direc­
tions when couples are applied to the ends of the shaft is the torsion 
problem. 
Let the radial, tangential, and axial displacements be denoted 
by u , u , and u respectively. It is known that u = u = 0 , 
1 2 3 1 3 
and 
where F(z,r) is a so-called stress function. Because of axial 
symmetry, F and u 2 are independent of 0 . The torsion problem 
consists of integrating the system (24) subject to the boundary con­
dition F(z,r) = 0 on the curve r = f(z). (Sokolnikoff [6 ] ) 
(24) 
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It will now be seen how for a particular configuration the theory 
of sigma-monogenic functions provides a straightforward solution of this 
problem. The special case where r = f(z) is a straight line will be 
considered. This, of course, means that the shaft is a right circular 
cone, or a frustum thereof. 
There is no problem in finding particular solutions of the system 
(24). The difficulty is finding a solution such that F(z,r) = 0 on 
the boundary r = f(z). 
This imaginary part will thus be constant along the line rj = constant. 
This observation inspires one to seek a change of variables such that 
if the new variables are p and q>, then the boundary becomes either 
p = constant or qp = constant. 
When the boundary is a straight line through the origin, this 
is easy. Let p and <p be the usual polar coordinates: 
For the complex variable £ = I + it], the first formal power 
Z ^ f l j C :C) n a s a s its imaginary part a function which depends only 
on t]: 
z CiiC0*C) = , dy . 
z = p cos «p 
r = p sin «p 
In this case, <p = constant along the boundary r = f(z). 
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Then 
Introduce the new function v = u 2 / r . Let 
F(p,ep) = F(p cos cp, p sin cp) 
v(p,cp) = v(p cos cp, p sin cp) 
F = F p sin cp + F p cos cp 
cp z r r T 
v = v cos cp + v sin cp 
p z Y r Y 
Using equations (24) gives 
V z 
F = ( p 3 sin 3 cp v ) p sin cp + ( p 3 sin 3 cp) p cos cp 
cp r 
( . 5 — ) F = p 4 sin cp \sin° cp/ q> Y v + p
4
 cos cp v 
= P 4 v p . 
Similarly 
(—r-5—) F = - p 2 v 
\sin° cp/ p cp 
Hence the function G(£) = v(p,ep) + i F(p,cp) is a sigma-monogenic 
function of C - P + i cp with 
2 = 
4 1 
^ sin 3 cp 
•P2 - r V -
r
 sin cp 
As was pointed out above, the imaginary part of the first 2 
(i) 
formal power Z (ljC s£) will be constant on cp = constant and will 
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give the solution to the torsion problem for the conical shaft. It 
remains only to calculate Im ^ (1;£ : £ ) • For convenience take 
( i ) . . r<P 
V 2 t i ( y ) 
r * 9 
= sin° y dy 
j. 1 3 
= - cos cp + 2 cos cp . 
Any constant multiple of Im Z ( l j C 0 : 0 will thus be an 
acceptable stress function F. Returning to .z-r coordinates gives 
F{Z,T) = k { r - i T rl } 
l ( r 2 + z 2 ) 2 3 L ( r 2 + zz)*J } 
as the solution desired, 
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